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Fig.  Display of mouse embryonic cell clustering from high density chip.
A: Demonstration of different cell types;               B: Demonstration of the proportion of different cell types 

MATRIX®:  Automated single-cell processing system 

Fully automatic:  reduce labor hours and increase reproducibility. 

From cell suspension to captured mRNA, within 30 min. 

Small desktop machine: save on laboratory space.  

Run 1 or 2 SCOPE-Chip in parallel 

Singleron Biotechnologies GmbH

Featuring :  high density microfluidic chip
Singleron has developed a high-density microfluidic chip based on its own GEXSCOPE ® 

platform, which can effectively capture more than 30,000 cells on a single chip, breaking 

the limit of 10,000 cells at a time on the standard high-throughput single-cell platform. It 

enables more accurate cell type annotation, especially suitable for atlas study and rare 

cell subtype discovery.



Singleron Biotechnologies GmbH

GEXSCOPE® kit:   Complete workflow from tissue to 
ready-to-load library in one working day

Unique Tissue Preservation Solution:  mimics physiological conditions, enabling tissue 

storage at 4°C (2°C -8° C) for up to 72 hours. 

Highly effective Tissue Dissociation Solution:  with a proprietary combination of enzymes 

to achieve highest efficiency of tissue dissociation. Tested on > ��� tissue types, 

successful rate >94 %. 

Innovative microfluidic chip design:  reduce doublet rate and increase rare cell type capture. 

Innovative bead design: capture 3’mRNA, TCR, BCR,  or targeted areas with high efficiency 

Work with fresh tissue or frozen tissue 

(nucleus protocol).  

Innovative sample multiplexing method 

(CLindex) : allowing multiplexing up to 16 

samples in same library, further reducing per 

sample cost for up to 60% .

Compatible with Pacbio full-length mRNA 

sequencing.
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